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**Bull. Victoria Memorial Museum 1: 99-137**

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher
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on hand at P.B.I.
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R&C New Ed

S&R New Ed

Aleutian M/S

---
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- Aleutian M/S

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Yellow
Doty, Maxwell S (Jan) 1947 Class Marine Plants (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

Order __________ (or sub-head)

The marine algae of Oregon. I: Chlorophyta and Phaeophyta

Farlowia 3 (1): 1-65 incl 10 pls.

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page
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on hand at P.B.L. Algae
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R&C New Ed

S&R New Ed
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CROSS REFERENCE
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Publ Pug Sd Biol Sta etc
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R&C New Ed
S&R New Ed
Aleutian M/S
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Aleutian M/S
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KJELLMAN, F.R. 1882-83

Class ALGAE (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

THE ALGAE OF THE ARCTIC SEA
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No. 3: 1-350
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on hand at P.B.L.
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U.C.

LIB.

NO.
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S&R New Ed <

Alcatusan M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
Kjellman, F.R. 1888-9

Class ALGAE (or subject)
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Title
Om Beringshafvets Algoflora

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.
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S&R New Ed <
Aleutian M/S <

U.C.
LIB.
NO.

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon

Clip when on hand

Clip when bound
Class **ALGAE** (or subject)

Order ____________ (or sub-head)

**Studies on the photosynthesis of marine algae.** No. 1: Photosynthetic rates of *Enteromorpha* ... etc.

**CONTR. CANAD. BIOL. FISH. W.S. 6: 41-63**

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed <

S&R. New Ed <

Aleutian M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
KYLIN, X. 1925

Class ALGAE (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

THE MARINE RED ALGAE IN THE VICINITY OF THE
BIOLOGICAL STATION AT FRIDAY HARBOR, WASH.

LUNDS UNIV. ÅRSSKR. N.F. 21 (9): 1-87, 87 figs

Order (or sub-head)

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED
IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed <

S&R New Ed <

Aleutian M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon

Clip when on hand

Clip when bound
Author's name, date (as official designation)
PLANT ECOLOGY OF THE COASTAL SALT MARSHLANDS OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
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ECOL. MONOG. 12 (1): 81-111 16 655

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB
Number, page
Biol. Abstr. May 1942 11695
Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if
on hand at P.B.L.

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
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1910 "THE ALGAE OF THE EXPEDITION"
HARR. ALASKA EXPEO 2: 153-250, 9/5, 10/29
KELPS OF THE U.S.V ALASKA

Title
US SEN. DOC. 140, FERTILIZER RESOURCES OF THE U.S.
APPENDIX K, PP. 130-176

New Series NB


Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

Class ALCAB (or subject)

Order __________ (or sub-head)
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U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed

S&R. New Ed

Aleutian M/S
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PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon

Clip when bound
SETCHELL, W.A. and GARDNER, N.C. 1903

Author's name, date (as official designation)

ALGAE OF NORTHWESTERN AMERICA

Title

U.CALIF. PUBL. BOT. L. 165-418, 06.17.27

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

Class ALGAE (or subject)
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R&C New Ed <
S&R New Ed <
Aleutian M/S <

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
SETCHELL, W.A. and N.C.
GARDNER 1924

Class ALGAE (or subject)
Order ____________ (or sub-head)

NEW MARINE ALGAE FROM THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA

Title
PROC. CALIF. ACADEMY OF SCI. (4) 12 (29): 695-949, 115, 12-58

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if
on hand at P.B.L.

U.C. LIB. NO.
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R&C New Ed <
S&R. New Ed <
Aleutian M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
SETCHELL, WM AND N.L. GARDNER 1930 DEC 30

Author's name, date (as official designation)

MARINE ALGAE OF THE REVILLAGIGEISO IDS EXPED. IN 1925

Title

PROC. CALIF. ACADEMY SCI. (4) 19 (11): 109-215.P/5.4-15

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L. LOW. CALIF. FILE
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R&C New Ed <

S&R. New Ed <

Aleutian M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
CROSS REFERENCE

Subject: Algae

Subhead

For: Section, Pages

(Fill in only where detailed phyletic C. R. is required)

of: Skottsberg, C. 1941 "Communities of marine algae in sub-antarctic and antarctic waters"

(author and title of citation)

TO BE CITED IN:

R&G New Ed
S&R. New Ed
Aeolian M/S


(subject under which original entry is filed)

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Yellow
SMITH, GILBERT M 1944  Class ALGAE (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)
Order __________________ (or sub-head)

SUB-LITTORAL ALGAE OF THE MONTEREY PENINSULA

Title
PROC. CALIF. ACADEM. SCI. (4) 25 (4): 171-176

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB
Number, page

Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if
on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED IN:

R&C New Ed
S&R. New Ed
Aleutian M/S

U.C. LIB. NO.
Smith, Gilbert M 1944 Class Algae

"Marine algae of the Mont. Penin."

Tantf. Univ. Press, 622 pp incl 98 pls

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

Already Cited in II Ed BPT

R&C '39; S&R '41; and/or Aleutian M/S

New Series NB


Month, year, abstract No.

Bk Shelves, bound

Where filed, if on hand but not bound

PBL Bibliogr. Card, white

Clip when on hand

Clip when bound
Class ___________ (or subject)

Order ___________ (or sub-head)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

DIRECT MICROSCOPICAL EVIDENCE OF AN AUTONOMOUS BACTERIAL FLORA IN GREAT SALT LAKE

Title

ECOLOGY 18 (3): 453-458

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

TO BE CITED IN:

R&C New Ed <

S&B. New Ed <

Aleutian M/S <

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
STARRER, R.T. 1941

Class ALGAE or (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

STUDIES ON MARINE AGAR-DIGESTING BACTERIA.

Order ___________ (or sub-head)

Title

JOUR. BACTER. 42 (4): 527-558

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed

S&R New Ed

Aleutian M/S

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon
TILDEN, J.E. 1928

Class **ALGAE** (or subject)

Order ___________ (or sub-head)

**DISTLIB. OF MARINE ALGAE, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE FLORA OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN**

**Title**

**PROCEEDINGS OF THE PAN PACIFIC CONGRESS, (TOKYO, 1926)** I: 946-953

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page

**Biol. Abstr.**

Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

**TO BE CITED IN:**

U.C.  
LIB.  
NO.

R&C New Ed <
S&R New Ed <
Aleutian M/S <
WAKEMAN, S.A. 1934

CLASS

MARINE PLANTS

ORDER

BACTERIA

THE ROLE OF BACTERIA IN THE CYCLE OF LIFE IN THE SEA

Title

SCIENT. MONTHLY 38: 35-49

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed

S&R. New Ed

Aleutian M/S

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon

Clip when bound
2. Bell, C., and C.B. Feltham

1934

Author's name, date (as official designation)

Preliminary studies on the distribution and characteristics of marine bacteria

Title


Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED

IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R & C New Ed

S & R New Ed

Aleutian M/S

Clip when bound
ZoBell, C. E. & Catlame B.

Class BACTY. (or subject)

Author's name, date (as official designation)

Order (or sub-head)

BACTERIA AS FOOD FOR CERTAIN MARINE INVERTEBRATES

Title

JOUR. MAR. RES. 1 (4): 312-327

Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page


Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

TO BE CITED IN:

U.C.

LIB.

NO.

R&C New Ed

S&R. New Ed

Aleutian M/S
good Malaysia.

Mytilus caldo, Smaile analog, Landpundia, Zostericola, Urocili... campa all can use, some can grow fed a tack, orcunly
ZoBell, Claude E
Catherine B. Feltham 1942

Author's name, date (as official designation)

The bacterial flora of a marine mud flat as an ecological factor. Title


Periodical (Series, Volume, Number and Page) or name and location of publisher

New Series NB

Number, page

Biol. Abstr. APR. 1942 8952
Month, year, abstract No.

Where filed if

on hand at P.B.L.

PBL BIBLIOGR. Card, Salmon